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The Great Catsby

Webtoons About Work: Satire and Remorse

In the early 2000s, the long form of serialized comics lost their
platform as many of the magazines that published comics went
out of print. Artists turned to sports newspapers that ran funny,
sometimes one or two-page comics that quickly gained popularity.
This paved the way for creators of such comics to make the
transition to the web. Comics poking fun at or exposing the
often absurd demands of office life gained a wide following such
as Kwak Baek-su's Gaus Electronics, Kim Kyu-sarn's Always Low
Prices Cheollima Mart, Mollaginsaeng (Lee Hyun-rninj's The One!
And Only! }ilpoong Advertising' Of course, not all workplaces are
hellish, and some people have fairly undemanding jobs where they
can show up at nine and leave at six on the dot. A considerable
number of office workers, however, work like they are battling in
the trenches every day. Advertising agencies, in particular, are one
of the toughest companies to work for. The stars of The One! And
Only! }ilpoong Advertising! are from Creative Team No.3, whose
advertising battles resemble marital arts or action movies.

Office-themed comics work because everybody can relate
to the exaggerated characters that represent every rung on the
office hierarchy, or the "Oh, I know someone like that at my
office" effect. The One! And Only! }ilpoong Advertising! falls in
this category. There is Deputy Yi Ilsoon, a smiling young woman
who, under crisis, solves problems with superhuman strength;
Division Head Cho Hyuncheol, an excellent leader at most times
but given to epic sulks when rubbed the wrong way; Deputy
Song Chisam, a hot-tempered character easily provoked by the
smallest mistake; Vice Division Head Park Palman, a usually
silent character with a mischievous side ... and Kim Byeong-cheol,
the most junior character who, despite haYicnga low-ranking job
title, does not hesitate to make mistakes. Together the team forges
through a variety of advertising adventures. While full of over-
the-top exaggeration and jokes, the comic is also a compelling
satire of the loss of fundamental human values in today's fiercely
competitive society.

A Nostalgic Sensibility

An unexpected model of commercial success lifted its head in the
early 2000s. The winning formula proved to be a combination of
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light, sketch-like drawings and short, sentimental essays, like Sim
Seung-hyeon's Papepopo series and Jung Hun-jae's Poemtoon. The
success of these artists was all the more surprising because they
were close to amateurs when they started, and not established
comic artists. The sentimentality of these comics crossed over to
webtoons with longer stories. Kang Full's Love Story and Kang
Do-ha's The Great Catsby are representative examples of this
genre.

Kang Full's Love Story appealed to readers with a nostalgic
sensibility reminiscent of romance stories from 20 years ago.
The story revolves around two couples, a painfully shy and
awkward office worker and a high school girl, and a woman
with a broken heart and a high school boy who falls in love with
her when he sees her sitting on a bench. Both couples overcome
age and generational differences, not to mention overwhelming
disapproval from everyone that knows them, to love and heal
each other. In a world where people are matched by matchmaking
companies that divide them into grades like pieces of meat, is it
possible that this kind of old-fashioned love still exists? Clearly
readers of Love Story still want to believe it does.

Kang Do-ha's The Great Catsby starts with the first date
of a couple set up by one of Korea's ubiquitous matchmaking
services, both classified as a grade C (grade A being the best). The
protagonist Catsby, a cat-like character, meets with a woman who
is not even given a name but is only referred to as grade C, and
goes to a motel with her on that very same night. Is this love at
first sight or a one night stand? The other protagonist, Hound,
goes to a mansion to tutor a student, only to find himself kissing
the student's mother. Even more bizarrely, however, the aged
husband of the mother hands him an envelope full of money,
asking him to become his wife's paramour. While experiences
of modern love don't quite carry the weight of the past, both
protagonists experience some extremely charged moments that
threaten to alter their lives completely.

Rediscovering Long Form and Genre Comics

Comics serialized in magazines used to be published for months,
sometimes years, before their conclusion, a storytelling tradition
that both reader and creators are eager to keep alive. While it
is easy to laugh and relate to typically brief webtoon episodes,
it would be a shame to give up the most unique quality of the
comics genre: the unlimited freedom to tell whatever the creator
imagines in pictures. In the early days of the Internet, technical
limitations made it difficult to upload and view large image files.
The dazzling advances of technology since then, however, has
opened up new possibilities for long form webtoons.

It is worth noting that as webtoons become longer, certain
genres stand out. Webtoons are nor like the comic books of yore
in that it is not necessary to rum pages from left to right. Most
webtoons make use of the scrollbar instead, with each panel
stacked vertically in a long column. This form is very useful for
building tension, and therefore lends itself particularly well to the
thriller, mystery, and horror genres. Kang Full's Apartment, Joo
He-min's With Gods, and kkomabi.nomabi's Murderer's DIEary
are all webtoons that made use of this form to realize their visions
of horror to great acclaim.

The action of clicking on a webroon while surfing the web
is completely differem from picking up a comic book to read for
fun. In this kind of unstable environment, webtcon readers want
to be instantly gratified as well as to learn something useful. As a


